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INTRODUCTION

www.wordmeaning.org is an open and collaborative dictionary project that, apart from being able to consult meanings of
words, also offers its users the possibility of including new words or nuancing the meaning of existing words in it. As is
understandable, this project would be impossible to carry out without the esteemed collaboration of the people who
follow us around the world. This e-Book, therefore, was born with the intention of paying a small tribute to all our
collaborators.
Gladys Castro Flores has contributed to the dictionary with 10 meanings that we have approved and collected in this
small book. We hope that the reader is very valuable and if you find it useful or want to be part of the project, do not
hesitate to visit our website, we will be delighted to receive you. 
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antifujimorismo
Person contrary to Fujimori policy

bomba de barril
100 pound handcrafted pump Some synonyms, words or similar expressions can be 100 pound bomb, rocket

caminar mucho y avanzar poco
It is to perform a task, a work or any goal that is proposed safely, advancing firmly, with certainty of doing it well.  In a
joking way it is the person who says that it is going in a hurry but in truth it advances very slowly, like the story of the
turtle that was sent by water and it took 7 years to return. 

chacharaca
In Nicaragua: A person who talks a lot

farfaton
Boasting person of yes and facts

hijo de la fragada
It is known as "son of the scrub" referring in a derogatory way to a person who acts in bad faith and is called that instead
of saying son of the big p.  .  . 

juliepe
You are the person who insistently seeks an answer to your request or request

mano de hierro
Iron hand is told to the person who governs with extreme severity

por sí y ante sí
In the Law of the Notary of Nicaragua is allowed notaries BY SI AND BEFORE TO authorize their will, for example.

riquezas
Abundance of goods and cash


